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Introduction 

Summer holidays from school are a free, exciting, fun filled time for children; but for their parents the 

summer months can be filled with stress and debt as they struggle to afford the cost of sending their child 

back to school. Parents understand the importance of their child’s education and no parent wants to see 

their child go without so they find a way; but often this comes at the expense of other household 

expenditure or means they go into debt in order to pay for school.  

 

“This year we have gone hungry, foregone all days out and have unpaid bills to put our children back to 

school.” 

 

A core theme of this year’s survey responses is that parents know they are shouldering the burden for a 

Government which is falling short of fulfilling its obligation to provide free education, and they are not 

prepared to take it anymore. Parents believe children in Ireland should have access to the same 

educational supports as children in other EU countries- such as free school books and no expectation 

of voluntary contributions. They are sick and tired of having to supplement the under investment in 

schools through cash payments and fundraising.  

“We fundraise throughout the year for the school. We're asked for voluntary contributions. This is 

supposed to be free education. The capitation grant only covers 70% of the basic running costs of our 

school. This is absolutely ridiculous - how are schools supposed to cope? Our principal is constantly 

begging for money. A lot of it is to pay bills. Something here doesn't add up. Time for the Government 

to be held accountable and stop finding excuses. All it takes is the will to make it happen.” 

Survey design 

The 2018 Barnardos’ School Costs Survey was carried out online between the 9th and 23rd July 2018. 

The survey was widely advertised through various social media channels, in the media and by 

Barnardos supporters. In total 2,201 parents completed the survey; 1,448 responses relating to children 

attending primary school and 753 responses relating to young people attending secondary school. The 

survey is not statistically representative; however the sample represents a detailed, indicative picture of 

the burden of school costs on families. The costs examined in the survey comprise the basics required 

such as school books, school uniforms and footwear, digital technology and all fees paid to the school 

including voluntary contributions, classroom resources and registration fees. Parents also raised the 

cost of school transport, extra-curricular activities and ad hoc fundraising requests.   

Survey findings – profile of respondents 

The survey includes responses from a broad spectrum of parents in Ireland, from a diverse range of 

geographical areas and socio-economic backgrounds.  
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 Parents from every county in Ireland took the survey. The breakdown of geographic responses 

were broadly in line with population demographics – 62% from Leinster, 23% from Munster, 

10% from Connaught and 5% from Ulster.  

 37% of parents who answered the survey are employed or self-employed full time, 26% are 

working part-time, 2% are employed casually, 12% are unemployed, 14% are engaged in home 

duties, 7% are carers and 2% are full time students.   

 Around 13% of parents of both primary and secondary pupils indicated their child attends a 

DEIS school.  

 At second level, almost a quarter of parents (24%) said their child attends a fee paying school, 

compared to just 14% of parents with children at primary level. 

Survey findings – impact on families 

 

“Schooling is very expensive in Ireland and with school fees, book costs and uniforms I worry for the 

future - free education is not the case. I am already worrying about how I will pay everything this year 

for my four children.” 

 

The pressure placed on families by the cost of sending children to school is palpable in the majority of 

comments from parents. A very small proportion of school costs are spread throughout the year 

meaning parents have to pay out a lump sum at the start of the school year. Parents describe the 

stress, worry and in some cases fear this places on them in the run up to the new school term. Some 

parents simply can’t find the money in time for the new school term meaning their children are forced to 

go to school without their books or full uniform.  

“We have to take out a loan for books and any extras that may be needed. Books cost up to €300 then 

there may be other books required during term, it’s a bad system. The school have changed the 

uniform crest and we have to get everything new, even the Airtex has the crest on. It’s a stress and 

when this finishes Christmas sticks up its ugly head. It’s a nightmare of debt followed by debt.”  

 

The survey found many parents manage to find the funds needed to buy books, uniforms and pay all 

the other associated costs to send their child to school in September. However for the majority (58% of 

primary parents and 72% of secondary parents) this means cutting back on household expenses, not 

paying bills on time, taking money out of their savings or borrowing from friends or family, a financial 

institution, credit cards or in some cases a money lender. As Figure 1 shows, more secondary school 

parents (21%) reported depending on loans to fund their child’s schooling than parents of primary 

school children (11%) reflecting the increased costs associated with children moving into secondary 

school. 
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Fig. 1 - How parents pay for school costs: 

 

“It’s extremely expensive to send a child to secondary school. I constantly worry where I'll find the 

money to cover the cost. You are desperately trying to ensure your child will fit in to secondary without 

the added pressure of finding the money. The school tracksuit cost €130, a ridiculous amount for a 

piece of uniform and the school coat is €60” 

 

The resounding response from parents is even those who don’t usually struggle, find the back to school 

period places a strain on their finances and causes stress. This experience is magnified for those 

families who do struggle financially or have additional challenges. Lone parents, parents who are full 

time carers and families with either a parent or a child with a disability all voiced their frustration at 

being left to struggle with school costs.  

 

“My son has special needs. The school rental book scheme is great but the costs for uniforms and 

shoes for my son can be quite expensive. Special trousers for school so he is comfortable in his 

wheelchair, special shoes, extra equipment etc. - it all adds up. I am a carer and my carers allowance is 

means tested as my husband works. While we are lucky he has a job, we also live hand to mouth and 

extra expenses knock us no matter how we try to save or put away for them. I go without like most 

mothers so my kids can have what they need.” 

 

Basic costs for 2018- rising slowly 

“Primary Education is supposed to be free. I pay €70 book rental then around €50 on workbooks and 

stationary, €75 per year "school fee" and €2 at every turn around for various activities. This state is 

letting all of its children down.”  
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The cost of sending a child to school has increased in 2018 across primary and secondary levels. The 

increases are in excess of changes to the rise in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) during the same 

period. Indeed, while the CPI for Clothing and Footwear has decreased nationally since last year, 

responses to the survey indicated uniform costs have increased since 2017.1  

Fig. 2 - Snapshot of basic school costs for 2018: 

 

*Not including extra costs such as stationery, transport, school bag, trainers, lunches, extra-curricular activities 

etc. 

 

The upward trend in costs has been developing over the last number of years. As the economy 

continues to grow and exchequer returns are more plentiful, the continued underinvestment in the 

education system perpetuates inequity meaning parents aren’t seeing any savings. The reality is 

Ireland’s education system which purports to provide free education is heavily subsidised by families. 

Parents are aware the Government’s promise of free education for their children is an empty one and 

they want to see change.  

“My sister lives in France with her 3 children. They are older than my 3 children. The only thing she has 

to pay for at start of school year is for the school canteen. No uniform, no books, no voluntary subs, 

nothing. There, free education is actually free.” 

 

                                                
1 Central Statistics Office. (2018) Consumer Price Index June 2018. Dublin: Central Statistics Office. 

Average costs  Senior Infants pupil 4th Class pupil  1st Year Pupil 

Clothing €100 €115 

 

€245 

Footwear €55 €45 

 

€70 

School Books €75 €100 

 

€240 

Classroom 

resources 

€40 €40 

 

€75 

Voluntary 

contribution 

€90 €80 €135 

Total* €360 €380 €765 

Total * in 2017 €330 €365 €745 

Back to School 

Clothing and 

Footwear 

Allowance  

€125 €125 €250 
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Survey findings – uniform costs 

The continued rise in uniform costs remains a controversial issue. Parents are generally in favour of 

uniforms but baffled why cheaper alternatives to crested uniforms aren’t more widely chosen by 

schools. The overwhelming majority of children (75% of primary and 97% of secondary) are still 

required to wear a crested uniform to school, despite the availability of more affordable alternatives.  In 

primary, a tenth of parents surveyed said their child’s school doesn’t have a uniform. For the remainder 

of parents with children in primary school the average uniform cost is €110 and the average cost of 

footwear is €45. While the majority of parents at both levels (68%) said uniform costs hadn’t changed 

since last year, a significant proportion (30%) said they had increased. Most of these parents said their 

costs had gone up by up to €50 per child. Just 2% of parents said their uniform costs had gone down.  

 

“Crested tracksuits are ridiculously priced and can only be bought from the local shop. Also the specific 

tartan skirt for a girl in 3rd class - €34 from the local shop. Crazy money.” 

 

Uniforms are more common at second level and more expensive. The average cost for uniforms in 

secondary school this year is €200 and the average cost of footwear is €75. As at primary level, most 

parents (57%) said their costs haven’t changed but a large number (41%) said their costs had 

increased. Three-quarters of these parents (75%) said their costs had risen between €26 and €100. 

Again, just 2% of parents indicated their uniform costs had fallen. In the main, parents felt the reason 

for the change in their uniform costs were down to the shop or supplier increasing their prices (56%). 

Just 16% of parents said the change was due to school policy.  

 

“My daughter’s school skirt can only be bought for €75 made to order by one shop.  This type of 

monopoly should not be allowed- it’s a rip-off.  All uniforms should be generic.  Some schools in the 

area have provided their crests which can be bought separately so you can sow it on to a generic 

jumper or have it embroidered on for €10.  This is a much more affordable option.” 

 

Survey findings – Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance 

The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection provides support to low income families 

to help with the cost of sending children to school through the Back to School Clothing and Footwear 

Allowance (BSCFA). The payment is made automatically to many families in July and general 

applications are open until the end of September. Last year 151,000 families availed of the scheme 

nationally.2 This year 40% of primary school parents and 52% of secondary school parents who 

completed the survey had made an application for the Allowance, representing a 12% decrease from 

last year overall. Of the parents who had applied just 58% were successful in their application.  

“I'm a single parent but work full time and am not entitled to back to school allowances because I don’t 

receive any social welfare benefits, but I struggle all the time.” 

 

                                                
2 Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Regina Doherty), Ceisteanna- Questions-  Dáil Éireann, vol.531, 26th 
June 2018. 
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The rate of the BSCFA remains unchanged at €125 for a primary school pupil and €250 for a 

secondary school pupil. In general, parents who aren’t in receipt of payment feel the income thresholds 

and qualifying criteria should be broadened to help more families. Many of those in receipt of the 

payment feel it isn’t sufficient given the high costs of sending a child to school. 

“I feel the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance cut off should be increased as we receive 

Family Income Support and have a medical card but don’t qualify.” 

 

Survey findings – book costs 

School books remain a sizeable portion of the back to school bill for the parents. The average cost of 

books in primary school in 2018 is €95 and in secondary school is €220; however there is huge variation 

in the price parents pay across all age groups. Parents are exacerbated by the lack of consistency in 

both the expense and number of books required to teach the same curriculum from school to school. 

Much of the variance is down to the availability of school book rental schemes or whether schools change 

the books year on year. Figure 3 shows for most parents the cost of school books has gone up since last 

year.  

 

Fig. 3 – Change in book costs 2017-2018 

 

 
 

 “Costs for school are extortionate. Books costing over €400 for one child is scandalous!” 

 

Parents of primary school children are extremely frustrated with the frequent use of workbooks. 

Workbooks are expensive and usually limited to a single use, meaning they can’t be passed on to siblings 

or sold second hand. Parents see workbooks as adding significant extra cost to their book bill each year 

and can’t understand why alternatives aren’t used.  

 

“Use of workbooks in school is ridiculous. I have three children. One going into 5th Class, one into 2nd 

Class and one into Senior Infants, so I will be purchasing the exact same workbooks for them three 

times over. What ever happened to writing your work into a copy? The only people I can see that 

54%
41%

5%

Primary School

Increased No Change Decrease

53%

46%

11%

Secondary School

Increased No Change Decreased
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benefit from this practice is the companies that publish the books and the shops that sell them. Some of 

them cost in the region of €15 and there is up to 5 workbooks per year.” 

 

Another issue affecting parents of primary and secondary pupils is changes to book lists from year to 

year. Parents feel strongly that greater consistency from year to year would mean less books being 

purchased and books could be shared between siblings at different stages.  

 

“Last year we were told curriculum would be followed for two years. Some teachers didn’t like the books 

and we have just spent €200 replacing books only used for a year. Seems very unfair.” 

 

The availability of school book rental schemes remains inconsistent. Around three quarters (74%) of 

pupils in primary school have access to a school book rental scheme. Just 40% of secondary school 

pupils have a book rental scheme available in their school. Both figures are up slightly since last year but 

not significantly. Figure 4 shows the development of school book rental schemes since 2012 as reported 

by respondents to Barnardos’ School Costs Surveys. There is consistent if slow progress at primary level; 

however there is clear stagnation at secondary level.  

 

Fig. 4 – Availability of school book rental schemes 2012-2018  

 

 
  

Parents see school book rental schemes as a support in reducing school costs; however even where 

schemes are available, what is covered and how they are run varies. The majority of school book rental 

schemes (61% at primary level and 68% at secondary level) include textbooks only, meaning parents 

must buy the other required items separately. For the remaining parents, their school book rental 

schemes include a variety of textbooks, workbooks and stationery. On average parents of primary school 

pupils pay €55 to their school book rental scheme, while parents of secondary school pupils pay €115. 

This represents a saving of around 50%. 

 

“Why do some schools do book rental schemes and other don't at all? School costs are crippling and 

getting worse.” 
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While parents recognise the value of school book rental schemes, there was a clear call for more to be 

done. Many respondents expressed the belief school books should be provided for by the State as they 

are in many other European Union countries. Parents recognise that books are essential to their child’s 

education and therefore should be included in statutory education provision.  

“Books should be free. We should have free education not parents struggling to educate their children 

and eat.” 

 

Survey findings – digital devices  

The use of digital devices in school continues to rise, albeit slowly. In primary school 15% of parents 

reported their child needed a tablet or laptop for school (14% in 2017 and 12% in 2016). The use of 

digital devices in secondary school is more prevalent with a quarter (25%) of parents indicating their 

child was required to have one (23% in 2017 and in 2016). At primary level 95% of the devices and 

90% of the apps and software are provided by the school. In secondary school, however, the financial 

burden is more widely placed on parents with 81% indicating they had to fund devices and 77% having 

to also pay for software and apps.  

Laptops and tablets are expensive. The average cost parents paid this year was in the region of €700. 

This is a substantial expense, particularly for parents who have more than one child. While hardware 

may be a one off cost some parents complained that tablets in particular are delicate and repair and 

replacement had driven their costs up even higher. Also the 23% VAT applicable on e-books adds to 

the costs.  

“No school books but have a Surface tablet. It’s updated every year but my child has broken it twice as 

it is so delicate so will have to buy a new one this year which cost another €600.” 

A number of parents also complained that the use of a tablet did not necessarily mean the end of books 

altogether causing them greater costs.  

“The iPad was meant to reduce costs and bag weight but every teacher wants so many work books and 

hardback A4 project books that it’s just as heavy and expensive as before. The cost of the iPad is just 

an extra on top of the traditional costs.” 

 

Survey findings – voluntary contribution  

The practice of ‘voluntary contributions’ continues to be a big bug bear for parents in 2018. We know 

voluntary contributions are usually anything but voluntary with parents often feeling pressured to pay. In 

2017 we found a welcome drop in the number of parents who had been asked to pay a voluntary 

contribution. Unfortunately more parents this year have been asked to pay a voluntary contribution by 

their child’s school. In primary school 67% of parents have been asked for a voluntary contribution, up 

11% on last year. In secondary school, 71% of parents have been asked to pay a contribution, an 

increase of 2% since last year.  The average cost at primary level is €85 and in secondary it is €225. 
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However, as Figure 5 shows, at both primary and secondary level there is a large variance from school 

to school in what parents are asked to pay.  

 

Fig. 5 – Cost of Voluntary Contribution Payments 

  

Most schools (89% in primary and 94% in secondary) specify the amount they require parents to pay. 

Usually the payment is made annually at the start of the school year; however a small proportion of 

schools (13%) seek payments twice a year or at the start of each term. In most cases this seems to be 

an effort by schools to ease the financial pressure on parents by spreading costs over the school year; 

however parents may feel the financial pressure is merely being spread across the year leaving them 

no escape from school costs. 

“We are asked to pay both a 'Compulsory Contribution' in May and a 'Voluntary Contribution' in 

October. These two contributions total €250! I have three children. On top of that I have to buy 

schoolbooks and uniforms. It's a huge financial strain.” 

 

Only around a quarter (26%) of parents said schools didn’t pursue voluntary contributions which went 

unpaid. The vast majority of schools incorporate a variety of methods to pressure parents to pay. These 

include: 

 Sending general reminder letters, emails and texts to parents (42%). 

 Sending general reminders home with children (15%). 

 Sending specific reminders home with children of parents who haven’t paid (7%). 

 Contacting specific parents directly by letter/email/text or phone if they haven’t paid (10%)  

Some parents report penalties for children whose parents haven’t paid such as not having access to 

lockers or being singled out in class. Such methods can have a profoundly negative impact on a child’s 

school and learning experience. Children and young people are acutely vulnerable to stigma and 

shame, particularly amongst their peer group. Even when pressure tactics are aimed at parents they 

often negatively affect the child.  
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“I usually struggle to pay the so called voluntary contribution on time, my son is bullied by the school, 

his name called out over the intercom and he’s cornered about paying it. It’s an absolute joke.” 

 

An adjacent issue which parents feel strongly about is the amount of fundraising parents are expected 

to do throughout the school year. They see clearly their child’s school is not adequately funded so they 

are being asked to fill the breach.  

 

“As parents we are subsidizing what is meant to be free education. None of the survey’s costs include 

the ongoing fund raising for school essentials. It is not a fair system. The back to school allowance only 

covers so much. I have complained to my secondary school about costs. Book rental schemes have 

huge set up costs, and that money would have to be fundraised. To a large extent the schools hands 

are tied. I blame the Department of Education, not my local school.” 

 

Survey findings – additional costs 

The expectation on parents to fund resources for the classroom such as photocopying, art supplies and 

stationery remains high.  

 76% of primary school parents pay classroom resources fees to cover photocopying / art 

supplies etc. (down from 83% in 2017). The average amount sought is €40. 

 84% of secondary school parents pay classroom resources fees to cover photocopying / art 

supplies etc. (up from 76% of parents in 2017). The average amount sought is €80. 

Many schools offer a range of extra-curricular activities such as swimming lessons, music lessons, 

drama classes etc. Unsurprisingly the amount charged to participate in these activities varies 

considerably, with some schools including activities as part of the voluntary contribution and others 

charging fees.  

“Children are expected to go swimming as part of the school curriculum, cost is €50!” 

 

“As the uniform is generic I don't mind paying the voluntary contribution, particularly as we can see 

where it is being spent, i.e. on books and a lot of extras such as dancing, soccer, science, swimming, 

etc.” 

 

Registration fees continue to be more commonly applied at secondary schools with around half (49%) 

of parents being asked for such a fee to secure their child’s place in comparison to 17% of primary 

school parents. The average registration fee is €115; however, shockingly, a small number of parents 

have paid between €500 and €1,000.  

Survey findings – school transport costs 

Getting children to and from school can be stressful and costly for parents; particularly those living in 

rural locations. The Government’s School Transport Scheme aimed at reducing costs for families is 

available to those living 3.2 kilometres or more from their child’s school. The fees for the scheme 

remain unchanged, as they have for a number of years at €100 for a primary school pupil (up to a 
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maximum of €220 per family) and €350 for a secondary school pupil (up to a maximum of €650). Fees 

are payable in July or December and parents report this adds additional stress, particularly at second 

level where the fee is considerably higher than primary. Many parents in rural locations feel they are 

being singled out for additional costs for their child to access the education system. Parents would like 

to see the cap reduced and spread across primary and secondary pupils for families with children at 

both levels.  

 

“The cost of the Bus Eireann school bus for secondary school is astronomical considering they don’t do 

a cap for when you also have kids in primary school.” 

 

Survey findings – free education 

This year there has been a resounding call from parents for the education system to be adequately 

funded. Parents are acutely aware the Government is shirking their Constitutional obligation to provide 

completely free education. Parents are sick of bridging the gap between statutory investment in 

education and the actual cost of sending a child to school.  

“How can they say education in Ireland is free when it puts parents into debt?” 

 

“Even though our school do not insist on the voluntary contribution, I always pay it as I know the school 

will be under resourced without it, so I’d feel ashamed if I didn’t pay.” 

Parents see the strain schools are under to provide everything needed to educate their children; but 

they are exasperated by the constant requests for additional money and fundraising by the school. In 

most cases parents know the school has little choice but to make up the shortfall in statutory funding 

the only way they can; but the clear ultimatum from parents who responded to this year’s survey is 

‘enough is enough – make education free now!’ 

 

“It’s not just the “voluntary contribution” you have to pay to the school, it’s the bake sales, non-uniform 

days, wear a sports shirt day, bring and buy sales, fun walks, bagging groceries at a supermarket and 

sponsorship cards that you have to contribute to as well; it’s financially exhausting. How can it be free 

education if parents have to make up the difference between the budget the schools get from the Dept. 

of Education and the budget it needs to keep running? Schools should be 100% funded. By making 

parents pay for this deficit it’s just another tax and it’s unfair because some families contribute more 

than others.” 

Government and school responses 

In launching its Action Plan for Education 2016-2019 the Government stated its ambition to make 

Ireland’s education system the best in Europe by 2026.3 In this document the Department of Education 

and Skills commits to establishing a framework that helps schools reduce costs to parents. This 

framework included; restoration of the capitation grant over three years, increasing funding for school 

                                                
3 Department of Education and Skills. (2016). Action Plan for Education 2016- 2019. Department of Education and Skills: 
Dublin. 
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book rental schemes, including costs to parents as a requirement in schools’ ‘Parents and Learners 

Charter’ and issuing a circular to schools on reducing the cost of uniforms and other items. To date only 

the final action has been implemented; perhaps unsurprisingly it happens to be an action which is cost 

neutral for the Exchequer.  

 

The circular issued by the Department of Education in April 2017 urged all schools to reduce costs to 

parents by: 

 Opting for “iron on” or “sew on” crests on school uniforms 

 Wherever possible, choosing generic rather than branded items 

 Giving parents a list of all required items and indicate the likely costs of these required items at 

best value stores 

 Providing a book rental scheme 

 Banning the use of workbooks which cannot be reused 

 Where an exclusive supply arrangement applies, it should be tendered for regularly 

 The Board of Management in each school will have to review the cost of items which they 

require parents to purchase and to make this information available to the school community. 

 

Failure by schools to undertake these actions could result in them receiving less funding in capitation 

rates per pupil; however survey responses imply the circular has had little impact..   

 

“A circular went out over a year ago from Richard Bruton saying that school crests and workbooks 

should be phased out by 2019, I see no indication of this happening.” 

 

The requirement of schools to develop a Parent and Student Charter is to be introduced under the 

Education (Parent and Student Charter) Bill 2016. The charters are seen as a way for schools to 

engage more closely with parents and pupils in a more meaningful and transparent way. While not 

limited to the area of school costs, schools are required to set out a financial statement detailing how 

any voluntary monies contributed are spent. The Bill will also give the Minister power to direct to comply 

with published guidelines governing charters. 

 

Two years into the three year plan and there has been no move to restore the capitation grant to 2010 

rates, a move so desperately needed by schools, parents and pupils. Ultimately if the cost to parents is 

to be reduced, additional funding will have to come from the State. Yet despite recent commitments 

from the Department capitation rates have remained unchanged for almost a decade, forcing parents to 

make up the shortfall. 

Response to addressing uniform costs 

At a primary level, some schools do make an effort to reduce costs. A quarter of parents said their 

child’s primary school doesn’t require a uniform or uses an uncrested uniform or tracksuit. In secondary 

school there still seems to be an over reliance on the more expensive crested option. In addition, some 

schools encourage the recycling of uniforms to reduce costs for parents.  

 

“Our primary school has second hand clothes sale which cuts costs.” 
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The statutory response to uniform costs is the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance 

(BSCFA). Barnardos welcomed last year’s increase in the BSCFA bringing it up to €125 for primary 

school age children and €250 for secondary school age children. The Government spent over €49m for 

BSCFA in 2017 with over 275,000 children benefitting from the payment.4 However, it is worth noting 

the Government spent €90m in 2011 on this payment when the rates payable were higher.  

 

Income thresholds for the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance 2017 

Family Type 1 child 2 children 3 children 4 children  

Couple  €587.20 €619.00 €650.80 €682.60* 

Lone parent  €425.10 €456.90 €488.70 €520.50* 

* €31.80 each extra child 

 

The persistence of separate income thresholds for one-parent families mean they are at a 

disadvantage. Lone parent families are already a vulnerable group so asking them to adhere to stricter 

eligibility criteria puts them at an even more heightened increased risk of poverty. Other payments 

targeted at helping low income families, such as the Working Family Payment (WFP), have the same 

threshold for both lone parent and two parent families. The thresholds for WFP are also for the most 

part higher than the thresholds for BSCFA. This means some families who have been identified by the 

State as needing assistance under WFP are not eligible for BSCFA. There is a need to examine 

thresholds to ensure families who need help the most are not falling through the cracks.  

Response to school book costs 

At school level the response to book costs is school book rental schemes. In many schools parents report 

much is being done to reduce their costs.  

 

“Our children's school book rental scheme includes everything for a one off fee. This is all for €60 - all 

schools should have a book rental scheme.” 

 

 

The Government’s response to mounting school book costs is the School Book Grant Scheme. There is 

€15 million distributed annually to schools on a per capita basis. This has remained unchanged for years. 

 

Type of school Non-DEIS Primary DEIS Primary Non-DEIS Secondary DEIS 

Secondary 

Payment per pupil € 11 €21 €24 €39 

  

The Department strongly encourages schools to use this funding to set up a book rental scheme and 

published its Guidelines for Developing Textbook Rental Schemes in Schools in 2013 to this end. While 

many have set up book rental schemes, principals can distribute the funding at their discretion to those 

                                                
4 Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Regina Doherty), Ceisteanna- Questions-  Dáil Éireann, vol.531, 26th 
June 2018. 
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they feel are most in need through the provision of book vouchers or cash, etc. Just 6% of parents of 

primary school pupils and 14% of secondary school pupils indicated their child’s school gave cash 

assistance with books. There was no additional funding for the School Book Grant Scheme in Budget 

2018.  

 

A Voluntary Code of Practice among publishers has been in operation since 2011. This Code prohibits 

the printing of new editions for a minimum of six years; however it is clear the impact is not being felt by 

parents. The Irish Educational Publishers Association monitors the volume of new editions being issued 

and stress it is kept to a minimum. Yet parents experience is very different.  

 

“There should be a stop on new editions of books each year. I haven't been able to pass any of my 

children's books on to the next child.” 

 

Response to voluntary contributions, registration fees and other costs 

It is clear many schools try to limit the amount of funds they seek from parents and don’t actively seek 

payments beyond the initial request. Where these steps are taken parents are extremely appreciative. 

Parents also identify school meals programmes as a welcome and beneficial addition to school 

provision where available.    

“My kid’s school requests a voluntary contribution of €100. This includes the books scheme, stationery, 

photocopying and supplies like notebooks, pencils etc. The school is very understanding towards 

parents who cannot afford to pay the contribution all at once. They do not pursue anyone aggressively.” 

 

“I think we are very lucky with our primary school. They keep costs down as much as possible and don't 

ask for much more throughout the year. Lunches are free which is great for me and I don't have to 

worry about that and know they are fed in school. I would love if school had a breakfast club too, but 

they don't, as trying to make sure they have a good breakfast and can concentrate isn't always easy 

due to finances.” 

 

The Department of Education and Skill’s policy is that “no charge may be made, in respect of 

instruction in any subject of the school curriculum or for recreation or other activities where all pupils 

are expected to take part.” As a result “voluntary contributions may be requested from parents provided 

it is clearly stated that there is no compulsion to pay.” Barnardos is aware, where parents have reported 

aggressive tactics by schools seeking voluntary contribution, the Department has written to schools in 

the past to instruct them to stop. While it is welcome to see the Department taking steps to tackle the 

issue, the fact remains that without additional funding, schools are forced to seek payments from 

parents.  

 

In May 2018 the Education (School Admissions) Bill passed. This legislation contains important 

provisions in ensuring equal access to schools for all children and young people. In particular it bans 

the imposition of registration fees. As the results of the survey show this is a common practice, 

particularly at second level so the legislation is most welcome.  
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Response to use of digital devices 

Current Department of Education and Skills policy in relation to the use of digital devices in the 

classroom comes from its Digital Strategy for Schools 2015 to 2020. As part of this strategy, in June the 

Department published the 2018 Digital Plan for Schools. The Action Plan includes the identification of 

effective practice in communication between parents and schools as an action in the latter quarter of 

this year; however there is no explicit onus on schools to reduce costs for parents.  A total of €210 

million was allocated over the five year life cycle of the plan, yet three years in and only €60 million has 

been made available to schools. There is a need to accelerate the distribution of this funding in order to 

realise the strategy’s visions and objectives. Furthermore, the 23% VAT rate remains on ebooks 

making them more expensive in some cases than textbooks which are VAT exempt.  

Cost of free education 

As is clear from the survey, schools rely on parents’ financial support to fulfil their remit to educate 

children. Where parents can’t afford to pay, it is their children who ultimately suffer. Inevitably it is 

families with the lowest incomes who are disproportionately affected by school costs, putting children 

who are already disadvantaged at even greater risk of failing to fulfil their potential. Many parents are 

forced into debt in order to give their child equal access to what should be a freely available, human 

right and is enshrined in both the Irish Constitution and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.5 

All children deserve a level playing field from which to progress through the education system, with the 

same opportunities as their peers, regardless of their parents’ ability to pay.   

Barnardos’ vision is a genuinely free school system for all children. We have calculated the cost of 

funding those items essential for sending a child to school in Ireland today (school books, classroom 

resources, voluntary contribution, the School Transport Scheme fee and increasing capitation rates to 

schools). Our analysis, first published in 2015 and updated at the end of 2017, used data from 

Department of Education, findings from our School Costs Survey and estimated population projection.6 

We calculate it would cost just an extra €103 million annually to deliver free primary education and an 

extra €127 million in secondary education. An additional €103 million in primary education equates to 

around €185 per pupil per year. To put this into context, the Department of Education’s overall budget 

exceeds €10bn annually.   

 Free 

School 

Books 

Removing 

Voluntary 

Contribution 

Free 

Classroom 

Resources 

Free 

School 

Transport 

Restoring 

Capitation 

Grant 

Level 

Total 

Current 

Exchequer 

Funding 

 

 

€20m 

 

€0 

 

€0 

 

€163.5m 

 

€287m 

 

€470.5m 

                                                
5 United Nations, (1989) Convention on the Rights of the Child. Geneva: United Nations. 
6 Barnardos (2015) Free Education for All School Children. Dublin: Barnardos 
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Additional cost to 

make Primary 

Education free 

 

€20m 

 

€42m 

 

€19.5m 

 

€5m 

 

€16.7m 

 

€103.2m 

Additional cost to 

make Secondary 

Education 

free 

 

€20m 

 

€47m 

 

€19m 

 

€22.4m 

 

€18.5 

 

€126.9m 

Additional cost to 

make education 

free for all 

children 

 

€40m 

 

€89m 

 

€38.5m 

 

 €27.4m 

 

€35.2m 

 

€230.1m 

 

Barnardos recommendations 

 Uphold a child’s constitutional right to free primary education by committing in Budget 2019 to 

invest an extra €103.2 million annually to make it reality for all children, this can be phased in 

over a three year period beginning with investing the €20 million to provide free school books for 

all.  

 Commit to investing €126.9 million annually to make secondary education free for all children 

once free primary education has been achieved.  

 Ensure school’s Board of Managements adherence to the Department of Education circular re 

school uniform policy to take tangible measures to reduce the costs on parents.  

 Restore the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance back to the 2010 rates of €200 for 

a primary school pupil and €305 for a secondary school pupil. This can be introduced 

incrementally with a first phase increase of €50 per child at a cost of €14 million in Budget 2019. 

 Synchronise the income thresholds so all family types and all those in receipt of Working Family 

Payment are eligible for the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance. 

 Follow the EU Commission proposal to synchronise tax regimes on digital and print materials by 

applying a 0% to e-textbooks.  

 Expand the School Meals Programme to include non-DEIS schools.  

 


